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July 18, 2014 
 
 
Retirement Systems of Alabama 
P.O. Box 302150 
Montgomery, AL  36130-2150 
 
Members of the Board: 
 
Governmental Accounting Standards Board Statements No. 43 and 45 require actuarial valuations of retiree 
medical and other post employment benefit plans.  We have submitted the results of the annual actuarial 
valuation of the Alabama Public Education Employees’ Health Insurance Plan (PEEHIP) prepared as of 
September 30, 2013.  While not verifying the data at source, the actuary performed tests for consistency 
and reasonability.  The valuation indicates that an annual required contribution of $669,569,430 or 10.69% 
of active payroll payable for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2016 is required to fund the benefits of the 
PEEHIP. 
 
The promised medical and drug benefits of the Plan, as well as the Optional Plans, are included in the 
actuarially calculated contribution rates which are developed using the unit credit actuarial cost method with 
projected benefits.  GASB requires the discount rate used to value a plan be based on the likely return of 
the assets held in trust to pay benefits.  The Alabama Retired Education Employees’ Health Care Trust had 
$1,074,940,000 in assets as of the valuation date.  Therefore, the discount rate used in the valuation 
remains 5.00%.  Gains and losses are reflected in the unfunded accrued liability that is assumed amortized 
by regular annual contributions as a level percentage of payroll within a 28-year closed period, on the 
assumption that payroll will increase by 3.25% annually.  The assumptions recommended by the actuary 
are, in the aggregate, reasonably related to the experience under the Plan and to reasonable expectations 
of anticipated experience under the Plan and meet the parameters for the disclosures under GASB 43 and 
45. 
 
The impact of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) was addressed in this valuation.  Review of the information 
currently available did not identify any specific provisions of the ACA that are anticipated to significantly 
impact results.  While the impact of certain provisions such as the excise tax on high-value health 
insurance plans beginning in 2018 (if applicable), mandated benefits and participation changes due to the 
individual mandate should be recognized in the determination of liabilities, overall future plan costs and 
the resulting liabilities are driven by amounts employers and retirees can afford (i.e., trend).  The trend 
assumption forecasts the anticipated increase to initial per capita costs, taking into account health care 
cost inflation, increases in benefit utilization, plan changes, government-mandated benefits, and 
technological advances.  Given the uncertainty regarding the ACA’s implementation (e.g., the impact of 
excise tax on high-value health insurance plans, changes in participation resulting from the 
implementation of state-based health insurance exchanges), continued monitoring of the ACA’s impact on 
the Plan’s liability will be required.  Plan design changes mandated by the ACA and incorporated in the 
2014 plan designs are included in the current baseline claims costs. 
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Cavanaugh Macdonald  
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This is to certify that the independent consulting actuaries are members of the American Academy of 
Actuaries and meet the Qualification Standards of the American Academy of Actuaries to render the 
actuarial opinion contained herein. We certify that we have experience in performing valuations for public 
retirement systems, that the valuation was prepared in accordance with principles of practice prescribed by 
the Actuarial Standards Board, and that the actuarial calculations were performed by qualified actuaries in 
accordance with accepted actuarial procedures, based on the current provisions of the medical plans and 
on actuarial assumptions that are internally consistent and reasonably based on the actual experience of the 
Plan. 
 
Future actuarial results may differ significantly from the current results presented in this report due to such 
factors as the following: plan experience differing from that anticipated by the economic or demographic 
assumptions; changes in economic or demographic assumptions; increases or decreases expected as 
part of the natural operation of the methodology used for these measurements (such as the end of an 
amortization period or additional cost or contribution requirements based on the plan’s funded status); 
and changes in plan provisions or applicable law.  Since the potential impact of such factors is outside the 
scope of a normal annual actuarial valuation, an analysis of the range of results is not presented herein. 
 
In our opinion, if the required contributions to the Trust Fund are made by the employer from year to year in 
the future at the levels required on the basis of the successive actuarial valuations, the current assets and 
future anticipated contributions are in our opinion sufficient to meet all the benefit obligations of the Plan for 
current active and retired members. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 

                                               
Alisa Bennett, FSA, EA, MAAA, FCA Edward A. Macdonald, ASA, FCA, MAAA  
Principal and Consulting Actuary President 
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ALABAMA PUBLIC EDUCATION EMPLOYEES’ 
HEALTH INSURANCE PLAN (PEEHIP) 

REPORT OF ACTUARY ON THE RETIREE HEALTH CARE VALUATION 
PREPARED AS OF SEPTEMBER 30, 2013 

 
SECTION I - SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL RESULTS 

 
1. For convenience of reference, the principal results of the valuation are summarized below, 

along with the previous year’s results. 

Valuation Date September 30, 2013 September 30, 2012 
Number of active members* 
Number of DROP participants* 
Number of retired members** 
Number of spouses of retirees** 
Number of survivors** 
 Total 
 
Annual salaries*** 

  133,919 
  3,029 
  74,587 
  23,305 
  1,821 
  236,661 
 
 $ 6,263,364,496 

  133,791 
  4,436 
  71,589 
  22,941 
  1,737 
  234,494 
 
 $ 6,222,316,020 

Assets:   
 Market value   $ 1,074,940,000  $ 930,278,000 
Unfunded actuarial accrued liability  $ 7,919,026,963  $ 8,026,875,960 
Amortization period (years)   28   29 

Contribution for fiscal year ending: September 30, 2016 September 30, 2015 
Annual Required Contribution (ARC): 
 Normal 
 Accrued Liability 

 
 $ 317,961,650 
  351,607,780  

 
 $ 331,535,409 
  346,778,852  

  Total  $ 669,569,430  $ 678,314,261 
Annual Required Contribution as a Percent of Payroll                           10.69%                           10.90% 
Discount Rate                          5.00%                          5.00% 
Payroll Growth                          3.25%                          3.25% 

 

* Number matches pension report for active and DROP participants and is before the application of the participation 
assumption and removal of members in units not eligible for PEEHIP.   

** Based on actual health care census data provided by PEEHIP.  
*** Includes DROP salary and matches pension annual salary. 
 
 
2. The valuation indicates that contributions of $669,569,430 or 10.69% of active payroll are 

sufficient to support the current benefits of the Plan.  Comments on the valuation results as of 

September 30, 2013 are given in Section IV and further discussion of the contribution levels is 

set out in Sections V and VI.    
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3. As of September 30, 2013, the assets of the Plan in the Alabama Retired Education Employees’ 

Health Care Trust totals $1,074,940,000.  Therefore, the discount rate used in the valuation 

remains 5.00%.  The assumed rate of payroll growth is 3.25%.   

4. The retirement decrements were changed to reflect the new Tier for participation effective for 

those hired on or after January 1, 2013. The interest rate and age related morbidity 

assumptions, however, did not change since the last valuation.   

5. The Teachers’ Retirement System was amended to provide a new benefit structure for 

members initially joining the System on and after January 1, 2013 (Tier II). This change in 

benefit structure was reflected in the September 30, 2013 Valuation. 

6. Schedule A illustrates the decrease in the liabilities that could be accomplished if the Plan is 

fully pre-funded, and thereby utilizes a 7.00% discount rate. 

7. Schedule C details the actuarial assumptions and methods employed.  Schedule D provides a 

summary of the benefit and contribution provisions of the plan. 

8. Claims were updated to reflect the most recent claims information available. See Schedule C of 

the report. 

9. The Health Plan was changed in 2014 to comply with the Affordable Care Act. 

10.  The medical trend used to project costs for pre-Medicare and Medicare was updated to reflect 

our most recent understanding of economic and industry trends. Additionally, we used current 

and projected EGWP reimbursement data to determine the Medicare prescription cost for the 

valuation. 
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SECTION II - MEMBERSHIP DATA 

Data regarding the membership and recent claims and enrollment experience of the Plan for use as a 

basis of the valuation were furnished by the Retirement System office.  Pension data was used for active 

and DROP participants with a post-employment health plan participation assumption applied.  Data for 

current retired members with their medical, dental, cancer, indemnity and vision elections were supplied 

separately from the pension data.   

Active members as of September 30, 2013* 

Age/Svc <1 1-4 5-9 10-14 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35+ Total 

<25 1,128 1,330 8   2,466

25-29 1,361 6,787 2,022 17   10,187

30-34 910 4,333 7,112 1,654 13   14,022

35-39 906 3,938 4,980 5,526 1,466 13   16,829

40-44 703 3,341 4,801 4,140 5,314 1,310 20   19,629

45-49 502 2,665 4,083 3,674 3,656 3,780 916 15  19,291

50-54 442 2,245 3,468 3,653 3,663 3,122 2,163 556 17 19,329

55-59 284 1,696 2,730 2,840 3,391 3,250 1,781 968 209 17,149

60-64 274 1,397 1,809 1,684 1,823 1,890 917 99 48 9,941

65-69 94 569 952 618 518 494 263 36 37 3,581

70+ 26 174 484 294 207 172 83 23 32 1,495

Total 6,630 28,475 32,449 24,100 20,051 14,031 6,143 1,697 343 133,919
 

* Does not include 3,029 DROP participants of whom, 2,631 are under age 65, while 398 are age 65 or older.  
Numbers match pension report for active and DROP participants and is before the application of the participation 
assumption and removal of members in units not eligible for PEEHIP.    

 
Enrolled Retirees, Spouses and Survivors 

Category Retirees Spouses Survivors Total 

Optional Plan Only* 13,130 0 308 13,438

Medical Plan Under Age 65 19,163 9,229 131 28,523

Medical Plan Age 65 & Older 42,294 14,076 1,382 57,752

Total 74,587 23,305 1,821 99,713
 

* Includes those without any hospital medical coverage.  
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SECTION III - ASSETS 

Schedule B shows information regarding assets for valuation purposes.  As of September 30, 2013, plan 

assets held in trust solely to provide benefits to retirees and their beneficiaries in accordance with the 

terms of the plan totaled $1,074,940,000.  This valuation was based on an assumed discount rate of 

5.00%.  Schedule A illustrates the decrease in the liabilities that could be accomplished if the Plan is fully 

pre-funded, and thereby utilizes a 7.00% discount rate. 

 

SECTION IV - COMMENTS ON VALUATION 

1. Schedule A of this report outlines the results of the actuarial valuation.  The results are shown 

based on a discount rate of 5.00% and also at 7.00%.  The valuation was prepared in 

accordance with the actuarial assumptions and the actuarial cost method, which are described 

in Schedule C.  The Summary of Main Plan Provisions is presented in Schedule D. 

2. The valuation shows that the Plan has an actuarial accrued liability of $4,269,272,315 for benefits 

expected to be paid on account of the present active membership, based on service to the 

valuation date.  The liability on account of benefits payable to retirees, covered spouses, survivors, 

and DROP participants amounts to $4,724,694,648. The total actuarial accrued liability of the Plan 

amounts to $8,993,966,963.  Against these liabilities, the Plan has present assets for valuation 

purposes of $1,074,940,000.  Therefore, the unfunded actuarial accrued liability is equal to 

$7,919,026,963. 

3. The normal contribution is equal to the actuarial present value of benefits accruing during the 

current year.  The normal contribution is determined to be $317,961,650. 
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SECTION V - CONTRIBUTIONS PAYABLE UNDER THE PLAN 

 
ANNUAL REQUIRED CONTRIBUTION 

For Fiscal Year Ending September 30, 2016 
 

Annual Required Contribution (ARC) 
 Normal  $ 317,961,650 
 Accrued Liability   351,607,780 
  Total  $ 669,569,430 

 
 
1. The valuation indicates that a normal contribution of $317,961,650 is required to meet the cost of 

benefits currently accruing. 

2. The unfunded actuarial accrued liability amounts to $7,919,026,963 as of the valuation date. An 

accrued liability contribution of $351,607,780 is sufficient to amortize the unfunded actuarial 

accrued liability over a 28-year period, based on a 5.00% investment rate of return and the 

assumption that the payroll will increase by 3.25% annually. 

3. The total Annual Required Contribution is, therefore, $669,569,430 or 10.69% of total active 

payroll. 
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SECTION VI - COMMENTS ON LEVEL OF FUNDING 

1. The monthly contribution for retirees to opt into the medical plan is based on plan election, 

dependent coverage, Medicare eligibility and election, and tobacco use.  Plan costs are 

determined for valuation purposes considering claims costs net of member premiums paid.  For 

members retiring October 1, 2005 or after, a Retiree Sliding Scale premium based on years of 

service is applicable.  For members retiring on or after January 1, 2012, Act 2011-704 

establishes changes to the sliding scale premium calculation.   

2. The valuation indicates that a decrease in the recommended employer contribution rate from 

last valuation’s recommended rate of 10.90% of payroll to 10.69% is required to fund the plan. 

This corresponds to a state contribution of $669,596,430 required to meet the cost of benefits 

currently accruing and provide for the amortization of the unfunded actuarial accrued liability 

over a period of 28 years.  The major cause of the decrease in the contribution rate is favorable 

claims experience. Claims experience was analyzed using actual Calendar year 2013 data 

together with actual and projected EGWP reimbursement data for the Medicare eligible 

members. 
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SECTION VII - ACCOUNTING INFORMATION 

Governmental Accounting Standards Board Statements 43 and 45 set forth certain items of required 

supplementary information to be disclosed in the financial statements of the System and the employer. 

The information presented in the required supplementary schedules was determined as part of the 

actuarial valuation at September 30, 2013.  Additional information as of the latest actuarial valuation 

follows. 

Valuation Date 9/30/2013 

Actuarial Cost Method Projected unit credit 

Amortization Method Level percent of pay 

Remaining Amortization Period 28 years, closed 

Asset Valuation Method Market Value of Assets 

Actuarial Assumptions  

Investment Rate of Return*   5.00% 

  

Medical Cost Trend Rate*  

Pre-Medicare   7.75% 
Medicare Eligible   6.00% 

Ultimate Trend Rate*  

Pre-Medicare   5.00% 
Medicare Eligible   5.00% 

  
Year of Ultimate Trend Rate   2019 

  
Optional Plans Trend Rate   5.00% 

 

  *Includes price inflation at 3.00% 

The assumed investment rate of return reflects the fact that as of September 30, 2013 the Plan has  

$1,074,940,000 in the Alabama Retired Education Employees’ Health Care Trust solely to provide 

benefits to retirees and their beneficiaries. If the Plan starts fully pre-funding benefits, the discount rate 

may be increased to reflect equity investment the fund may have after full pre-funding begins. This 

investment rate of return assumption is independent of the inflation assumption. 
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SCHEDULE OF FUNDING PROGRESS 
 

  Actuarial     
  Accrued    UAAL as a 
 Actuarial Liability (AAL) Unfunded   Percentage 

fActuarial Value of Projected AAL Funded Covered Covered 
Valuation Assets Unit Credit (UAAL) Ratio Payroll Payroll 

Date ( a ) ( b ) ( b - a ) ( a / b ) ( c )* ( ( b - a ) / c ) 

9/30/2007 $400,783,000* $12,965,397,562 $12,564,614,562 3.1% $5,897,771,699  213.0% 

9/30/2008   579,813,000* 13,224,410,942 12,644,597,942 4.4% 6,294,341,264  200.9% 

9/30/2009   670,004,000* 11,915,692,108 11,245,688,108 5.6% 6,236,921,598  180.3% 

9/30/2010   750,384,000* 11,584,965,113 10,834,581,113 6.5% 6,183,204,075  175.2% 

9/30/2011   777,933,000* 9,081,334,485 8,303,401,485 8.6% 6,159,562,266 134.8% 

9/30/2012 930,278,000* 8,957,153,960 8,026,875,960     10.4% 6,222,316,020 129.0% 

9/30/2013 1,074,940,000 8,993,966,963 7,919,026,963      12.0% 6,263,364,496 126.4% 
 

* Restated assets as of 9/30/2007 are $410,071,000. 
 

 

SCHEDULE OF EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTIONS 
(Amounts in Thousands) 

 

Fiscal Year Annual Required 
Contribution Percent Contributed 

2010 $  970,330 37.0% 

2011 1,006,034 29.9% 

2012 864,503 38.6% 

2013 814,622 42.0%* 
  *Based on the most recent CAFR from PEEHIP. 
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SCHEDULE A 
 
 

RESULTS OF THE VALUATION  
AND THE BENEFITS OF ADVANCE FUNDING 

PREPARED AS OF SEPTEMBER 30, 2013 
 

 5.00% 
Discount Rate 

(Current Funding 
Level) 

7.00% 
Discount Rate 

(Contribute Full 
ARC Annually) 

   
1. PAYROLL  $ 6,263,364,496  $6,263,364,496 
   
2. ACTUARIAL ACCRUED LIABILITY   
 Present value of prospective benefits payable in 
 respect of: 

  

 (a) Present active members:  $ 4,269,272,315  $ 2,834,975,658 
 (b) Present retired members and surviving  
  spouses and DROP participants: 

 
  4,724,694,648 

 
  3,793,761,350 

 (c) Total actuarial accrued liability $ 8,993,966,963  $ 6,628,737,008 
   
3. PRESENT ASSETS FOR VALUATION 
 PURPOSES 

 
 $ 1,074,940,000 

 
 $1,074,940,000 

   
4. UNFUNDED ACTUARIAL ACCRUED LIABILITY 
 [(2)(C) minus (3)] 

 
 $7,919,026,963 

 
 $ 5,553,797,008 

   
5. AMORTIZATION PERIOD   28   28 
   
6. NORMAL CONTRIBUTION  $ 317,961,650  $ 199,523,597 
   
7. ACCRUED LIABILITY CONTRIBUTION   351,607,780   308,114,099 
   
8. TOTAL CONTRIBUTION (6) + (7)  $ 669,569,430  $ 507,637,696 
   
9. TOTAL CONTRIBUTION AS A PERCENT OF 
 PAYROLL (8) ÷ (1) 

 
                 10.69% 

 
                  8.10% 
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GAIN/LOSS 
 

Actual experience will never (except by coincidence) coincide exactly with assumed experience. It is 

assumed that gains and losses will be in balance over a period of years, but sizable year to year 

fluctuations are common. Detail on the derivation of the gain (loss) for the year ended  

September 30, 2013 is shown below. 

 

Gain/Loss 
  
1. 
 

UNFUNDED ACCRUED LIABILITY (UAL) 9/30/2012 
 

$ 8,026,875,960 

2. NORMAL COST 9/30/2012 
 

      331,535,409

3. 
 

ACTUAL EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTIONS 
 

    316,720,000

4. INTEREST ACCRUAL       401,714,183
 (1) X .05 + [(2) – (3)] X .025 

5. EXPECTED UAL 9/30/2013 $ 8,443,405,552
 (1) + (2) - (3) + (4) 

 
6. CHANGE DUE TO CLAIMS EXPERIENCE AND NEW TIER 

 
(397,470,425)

7. EXPECTED UAL 9/30/2013 AFTER CHANGES $ 8,045,935,127
 (5) + (6)  
  
8. ACTUAL UAL AS OF 9/30/2013 $ 7,919,026,963

9. GAIN/(LOSS)* $  126,908,164
 
 
10. 

(7) - (8) 
 
GAIN/(LOSS) AS % OF UAL AT 9/30/2012 

 
 

1.6%

 

     
 

*Includes decremental experience and other actuarial gains and losses. 
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SCHEDULE B 
 

 
PLAN ASSETS 

GASB 43 and 45 define plan assets as resources, usually in the form of stocks, bonds, and other classes 

of investments, that have been segregated and restricted in a trust, or equivalent arrangement, in which 

(a) employer contributions to the plan are irrevocable, (b) assets are dedicated to providing benefits to 

retirees and their beneficiaries, and (c) assets are legally protected from creditors of the employers or 

plan administrator, for the payment of benefits in accordance with the terms of the plan.  The Alabama 

Retired Education Employees’ Health Care Trust has been established and, as of the valuation date, the 

market value of assets amounted to $1,074,940,000.  The development of the market value of assets is 

shown in the following table. 

 

Market Value of Assets as of September 30, 2013 

(Amounts in Thousands) 

 

Asset Summary Based on Market Value 
 
Market Value September 30, 2012 

 
$   930,278 

 
Contributions 443,275  
 
Benefits    (407,879) 
 
Cash flow $    35,396  
 
Investment Income 

 
        109,266 

 
Market Value September 30, 2013 
 

 
$   1,074,940 
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SCHEDULE C 
 
 

OUTLINE OF ACTUARIAL ASSUMPTIONS AND METHODS 
 
 
The decremental assumptions used in the valuation were selected based on the actuarial experience 
study for the Teachers’ Retirement System (adopted by the TRS Board as of September 30, 2010) and 
are reasonable expectations of anticipated experience under the Plan.  The assumptions were used in 
the retiree health care valuation for consistency and are under PEEHIP Board jurisdiction. 
 
VALUATION DATE:  September 30, 2013 
 
DISCOUNT RATE:  5.00% per annum, compounded annually. 
 
PAYROLL GROWTH:  3.25% per annum, compounded annually. 
 
HEALTH CARE COST TREND RATES:  Health care cost trend rates reflect the change in per capita 
health costs over time due to factors such as inflation, utilization, plan design, and technology 
improvements which are detailed in the “Annual Increase in Medical/Prescription Drug/Optional Plan 
Costs” below.   
 

Annual Increase in Medical/Prescription Drug/Optional Plan Costs 
 
 

Year 

Pre-Medicare 
Medical  
Trend* 

Medicare-
Eligible Medical 

Trend* 

Optional  
Plans  
Trend 

2013 7.75% 6.0% 5.0% 
2014 7.5% 5.75% 5.0% 
2015 6.75% 5.5% 5.0% 
2016 6.25% 5.25% 5.0% 
2017 5.75% 5.0% 5.0% 
2018 5.25% 5.0% 5.0% 
2018 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 

 

* Also applies to sliding scale age and years of service premium to be contributed by 
retirees, surviving dependent contributions, University Contributions and the PEEHIP 
Supplemental Plan cost. 

 
The “Annual Increase in Base Contributions Received from Covered Members” details how the expected 
increase in the amounts contributed from covered retirees and dependents will increase over time.  The 
trend rates are detailed below and apply to the base rate retiree premiums only. The sliding scale 
premiums are assumed to increase with health care trend. 
 

Annual Increase in Base Contributions Received from 
Covered Members 

 
 

Year 

Retiree  
Share of 
Premium 

Retiree Optional 
Plans  

Premium 
2012 and beyond 2.0% 2.0% 
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AGE RELATED MORBIDITY:  Per capita costs are adjusted to reflect expected cost changes related to 
age.  The increase to the net incurred claims was assumed to be: 
 

Participant Age Annual Increase* 
< 40 

40 – 44 
45 – 49 
50 – 54 
55 – 59 
60 - 64 
65 – 69 
70 – 74 
75 – 79 
80 – 84 

85 and over 

0.0% 
2.6% 
2.6% 
3.2% 
3.4% 
3.7% 
3.2% 
2.4% 
1.8% 
1.3% 
0.0% 

 

*Optional Plan costs are not age adjusted. 
 
ANTICIPATED PLAN PARTICIPATION:  The assumed annual rates of plan participation and spouse 
coverage are as follows: 
 

Medical Under 65 Over 65 
Disabled Retirement* 100% n/a 
Service Retirement 80% 80% 
Spouse Coverage 60% 45% 

 

* 100% of disabled retirees are assumed to qualify for Social 
Security Disability benefits and thus would be exempt from sliding 
scale contributions. 

 
Optional Plans 

Plan Participation 
Hospital Indemnity 10% 
Dental 40% 
Cancer 10% 
Vision 10% 

 
We assume that 5% of retirees pay the $28 monthly tobacco surcharge.  Wives are assumed to be three 
years younger than husbands. 
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ANNUAL EXPECTED MEDICAL/PRESCRIPTION DRUGS CLAIMS (AGE 65):  Following is a chart 
detailing expected per member per year medical/prescription drugs claims for pre and post Medicare for 
the year following the valuation date.  Claims are age-adjusted to age 65.  The Board implemented an 
EGWP for post-Medicare prescription claims that was effective January 1, 2013 and is reflected in the 
development of the post-65 claims below. Note that we used current and projected EGWP reimbursement 
data to develop the Post-65 prescription costs. 
 

Medical/Prescription Drugs 
Pre-65 $9,542 
Post-65 $2,339 

 
ANNUAL EXPECTED OPTIONAL PLAN CLAIMS:  Following is a chart detailing expected Optional Plan 
claims for the year following the valuation date.  Optional Plan claims are not age-adjusted. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ACTUARIAL METHOD:  Costs were determined using the Projected Unit Credit Actuarial Cost Method.  
The annual service cost is the present value of the portion of the projected benefit attributable to 
participation service during the upcoming year, and the Actuarial Accrued Liability (AAL) is equal to the 
present value of the portion of the projected benefit attributable to service before the valuation date.  
Service from hire date through full retirement eligibility date was used in allocating costs. 
 
ASSET VALUATION METHOD: Market value. 
  

Dental  
Plan 

Vision  
Plan 

Cancer  
Plan 

Hospital 
Indemnity Plan 

$523 $127 $159 $280 
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The following decremental assumptions used in the valuation were selected based on the actuarial 
experience study prepared as of September 30, 2010, submitted to and adopted by the Teachers’ 
Retirement System of Alabama Board on January 27, 2012. 
 
SEPARATIONS BEFORE SERVICE RETIREMENT:  Representative values of the assumed annual rates 
of death, disability, and withdrawal are as follows: 
 

Annual Rate of 

Age Death* 
Disability Withdrawal 

Years of Service Years of Service 
0-24 25+ 0-4 5-9 10-20 20+ 

Male 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
45 
50 
55 
60 
65 
69 

0.02% 
0.02 
0.03 
0.05 
0.07 
0.09 
0.12 
0.20 
0.40 
0.77 
1.20 

0.04%  
 
 
 
 

0.10% 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 

 

30.00%    
0.05 15.68 10.00%   
0.05 14.25 5.40 5.00%  
0.10 14.25 5.40 3.00  
0.18 14.00 5.40 2.50 1.00% 
0.31 14.00 5.00 2.50 1.00 
0.51 12.50 4.50 2.50 1.00 
0.96 12.00 4.00 2.50 1.00 
0.50 12.00 4.00   

 12.00 6.00   
 12.00 6.00   

Female 

20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
45 
50 
55 
60 
65 
69 

0.01% 
0.01 
0.01 
0.02 
0.03 
0.04 
0.06 
0.11 
0.21 
0.40 
0.62 

0.10%  
 
 
 
 

0.15% 
0.15 
0.15 
0.25 

 

28.50%    
0.10 14.00 8.00%   
0.10 14.00 5.80 4.00%  
0.15 14.00 5.00 3.00  
0.16 12.00 4.50 2.10 1.10% 
0.33 11.50 3.75 2.10 0.75 
0.63 11.00 3.75 2.10 0.75 
0.99 11.00 3.75 2.50 0.75 
0.25 12.00 4.50   
 14.00 6.00   

 14.00 6.00   
 

* Rates of pre-retirement mortality are according to the sex distinct RP-2000 Combined Mortality Table Projected with 
Scale AA to 2015 set back one year for females with an adjustment of factor of 75% for males and 50% for females. 
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SERVICE RETIREMENT: 
 
The assumed annual rates of service retirement for Tier I members are as follows: 
 

For members first eligible for unreduced benefits upon attaining 25 years of service but before 
age 65, rates are as follows: 
 
 

Age Group 

Annual Rate 

Male* Female** 
47 & Under 

48 
49 

50 to 52 
53 to 54 
55 to 59 

60 
61 
62 
63 
64 

 

 20.0% 
 20.0 
 20.0 
 15.0 
 14.0 
 15.0 
 15.0 
 20.0 
 35.0 
 30.0 
 25.0 
 

 25.0% 
 17.0 
 16.0 
 16.0 
 16.0 
  20.0 
 15.0 
 25.0 
 35.0 
 25.0 
 30.0 
 

 
*Retirement rates are increased by 7% in the year first 
eligible for unreduced retirement from age 50 through 
age 54 and by 10% from age 55 through age 60.  

**Retirement rates are increased by 7% in the year first 
eligible for unreduced retirement from age 50 through 
age 54 and by 20% from age 55 through age 60. 

 
For members first eligible for unreduced benefits before attaining 25 years of service and all 
members age 65 and over, the rates are as follows: 
 

 

Age Group 

Annual Rate  Annual Rate 

Male Female Age Group Male Female 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 

 13.0% 
 12.0 
 28.0 
 20.0 
 15.0 
 30.0 
 28.0 

 20.0% 
 15.0 
 25.0 
 20.0 
 18.0 
  30.0 
 30.0 

67 
68 
69 
70 

71 to 74 
75 & Above 

 20.0% 
 20.0 
 20.0 
 20.0 
 20.0 
 100.0 
 

 25.0% 
 28.0 
 22.0 
  25.0 
 22.0 
 100.0 
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The assumed annual rates of service retirement for Tier II members are as follows: 
 
 

Age 

Annual Rate 
Male Female 

Less than 25 
years of service 

25 or more years 
of service 

Less than 25 
years of service 

25 or more years of 
service 

62 50.0% 60.0% 50.0% 65.0% 
63 20.0 30.0 20.0 25.0 
64 15.0 25.0 18.0 30.0 
65 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 
66 28.0 28.0 30.0 30.0 
67 20.0 20.0 25.0 25.0 
68 20.0 20.0 28.0 28.0 
69 20.0 20.0 22.0 22.0 
70 20.0 20.0 25.0 25.0 

71 to 74 20.0 20.0 22.0 22.0 
75 & above 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

 
 
DEATHS AFTER RETIREMENT:  Rates of mortality for the period after service retirement are according to 
the sex distinct RP-2000 Combined Mortality Table Projected with Scale AA to 2015 set back one year for 
females.  Rates of mortality for the period after disability retirement are according to the RP-2000 Disabled 
Mortality Table, adjusted for males by a factor of 0.85.  Representative values of the assumed annual rates 
of death after retirement are as follows: 
 

Age 

Annual Rate 

After Service Retirement After Disability Retirement 

Male Female Male Female 
35 
40 
45 
50 
55 
60 
65 
70 
75 
80 
85 
90 
95 

 0.07% 
 0.10 
 0.12 
 0.16 
 0.27 
 0.53 
 1.03 
 1.77 
 3.06 
 5.54 
 9.97 
 17.27 
 25.96 

 0.04% 
 0.05 
 0.08 
 0.12 
 0.21 
 0.41 
 0.80 
 1.38 
 2.26 
 3.74 
 6.35 
 11.39 
 17.74 

 1.92% 
 1.92 
 1.92 
 2.46 
 3.01 
 3.57 
 4.26 
 5.32 
 6.98 
 9.30 
 12.04 
 15.59 
 22.74 

 0.75% 
 0.75 
 0.75 
 1.15 
 1.65 
 2.18 
 2.80 
 3.76 
 5.22 
 7.23 
 10.02 
 14.00 
 19.45 
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SCHEDULE D 
 

SUMMARY OF MAIN PLAN PROVISIONS 
AS INTERPRETED FOR VALUATION PURPOSES 

 
ELIGIBILITY:  Retiree medical eligibility is attained when an employee retires, and is immediately eligible 
to draw a retirement annuity from the Teachers’ Retirement System of Alabama. 
 
RETIREE CONTRIBUTIONS:  Retiree contributions vary based on plan election, dependent coverage, 
Medicare eligibility and election, and tobacco usage 
 
In November 2004, the Alabama Legislature enacted legislation (Act 2004-649) that required the Public 
Education Employees’ Insurance Board to implement a sliding scale premium for all employees retiring 
after September 30, 2005, based on their years of service at retirement. 
 
The premium for retiree coverage is broken down into the employer share (what PEEHIP pays) and the 
retiree share.  Under the sliding scale, the retiree will still be responsible for the retiree share, however, 
the employer share will increase or decrease based upon a retiree’s years of service.  For those 
employees retiring with 25 years of service, the employer would pay 100% of the employer share of the 
premium.  For each year less than 25, the employer share would be reduced by 2% and the retiree share 
will be increased accordingly.  For each year over 25, the employer share would be increased by 2% and 
the retiree share is reduced accordingly. 
 
The sliding scale premium will not apply to disability retirements for twenty-four (24) months from the 
member’s date of retirement, provided the member submits to PEEHIP proof of application for Social 
Security Disability benefits.  The exemption from the sliding scale premium can be extended beyond 
twenty-four (24) months from the member’s date of retirement if the member qualifies for Social Security 
Disability benefits during the twenty-four (24) months following the member’s date of retirement. 
 
For members retiring on or after January 1, 2012, Act 2011-704 establishes changes to the sliding scale 
premium calculation.  Under the law there are three major changes to the retiree sliding scale premium. 
These changes are related to a retiree’s years of service (Service Premium Component), age at the time 
of retirement (Age Component) and subsidy premium (Subsidy Component).   
 

 Service Premium Component:  An employee who retires with less than 25 years of service will 
contribute 4% of the employer share for each year under 25 years of service instead of 2% under 
the current law.  The Service Premium Component continues for the retiree’s lifetime. 

 Age Component:  An employee who retires before becoming Medicare eligible will contribute 1% of 
the employer share for each year less than 65.  Upon Medicare entitlement, the age component 
will be removed. 

 Subsidy Component:  An employee will contribute the net difference between the active employee 
subsidy and the non-Medicare eligible retiree subsidy (subsidy premium).  The Fiscal Year 2015 
subsidy premium amount is $143.87 per month.  Upon Medicare entitlement, the subsidy 
component will be removed. 

 

The additional premium amounts for members retiring on or after January 1, 2012 will be phased in over 
the period ending October 1, 2016.  Members retiring after attaining age 65 will be subject to the full 4% 
of the employer share for each year of service under 25 years of service and will not be eligible for the 
five-year phase-in. 
 
The new sliding scale premium will not apply to employees who are currently participating in the Deferred 
Retirement Option Plan (DROP) unless the DROP participant voluntarily terminates participation in the 
DROP within the first three years, or does not withdraw from service at the end of the DROP participation 
period.  
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Retired Members 
 
The premiums listed below show the retiree’s out-of-pocket cost and the State’s subsidy.  These rates 
apply only to members who retire prior to October 1, 2005, and before January 1, 2012, with 25 years of 
service.  All members who retire on or after October 1, 2005 will be subject to the Retiree Sliding Scale 
premium based on years of service.  Members who retired on or after January 1, 2012, are subject to the 
sliding scale premiums which are based on age at retirement, years of service, and the cost of the 
insurance program. 
 

Premium Rates 2014 - 2015 Plan Year 
 
 

Rate 

 
 

Type of Contract 

Retiree Monthly
Out-of-Pocket 

Expense* 

 
 

Cost to State 

A Individual Coverage/ 
Non-Medicare Eligible Retired Member 

 $ 151  $ 528 

B Family Coverage/Non-Medicare Eligible Retired Member 
and Non-Medicare Eligible Dependent(s) 

 $ 391  $ 860 

C Family Coverage/Non-Medicare Eligible Retired Member 
and Dependent Medicare Eligible 

 $ 250  $ 768 

D Individual Coverage/ 
Medicare Eligible Retired Member 

 $ 10  $ 308 

E Family Coverage/Medicare Eligible Retired Member and 
Non-Medicare Eligible Dependent(s) 

 $ 250  $ 640 

F Family Coverage/Medicare Eligible Retired Member and 
Dependent Medicare Eligible 

 $ 109  $ 548 

 

* This rate applies to the PEEHIP Hospital Medical or the VIVA Health Plan and is the monthly 
amount that will be deducted from a retiree’s check. The VIVA Health Plan is not available to 
retired members who are Medicare eligible or retired members who have dependents who are 
Medicare eligible. 

 
The premium rates above do not include the $28 monthly tobacco surcharge. 
 
The State allocation can be used to purchase the PEEHIP Supplemental Plan or two optional plans at no 
cost to the retiree if the retiree is not using the allocation for one of the hospital medical plans.  Additional 
optional plans can be purchased for $38.00 per month per plan. 
 
Optional Coverage:  Active and Retired Members 
 Cancer $38.00/month Individual or Family Coverage 
 Indemnity $38.00/month Individual or Family Coverage 
 Dental  $38.00/month Individual Coverage 
   $45.00/month Family Coverage 
 Vision  $38.00/month Individual or Family Coverage 
 
Retiree premiums for the four optional plans, Hospital Indemnity, Dental, Cancer and Vision, are $38 per 
retiree per month.  Since these plans can be purchased with State allocations, it is assumed that 75% of 
participants in the Dental plan and 50% of participants in the other optional plans are making the $38 per 
month ($45 for Family Dental) contributions. 
 
Retirees participating in the PEEHIP Supplemental Plan were assumed to cost $156 monthly effective 
October 1, 2014. 
 
The University System makes a contribution to PEEHIP for every University retiree participating in 
PEEHIP plans regardless of age or plan tier election.  For Fiscal Year 2015, this amount was $370 per 
month per retiree.    
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Surviving Dependent 
 

Premium Rates 2014 - 2015 Plan Year 
 

Rate 
 

Type of Contract 
Monthly 

Premium* 

A Individual Coverage/ 
Non-Medicare Eligible Survivor 

 $ 700 

B Family Coverage/Non-Medicare Eligible Survivor 
and Non-Medicare Eligible Dependent(s) 

 $ 934 

C Family Coverage/Non-Medicare Eligible Survivor 
and Dependent Medicare Eligible 

 $ 907 

D Individual Coverage/ 
Medicare Eligible Survivor 

 $ 354 

E Family Coverage/Medicare Eligible Survivor and 
Non-Medicare Eligible Dependent(s) 

 $ 595 

F Family Coverage/Medicare Eligible Survivor and 
Dependent Medicare Eligible 

 $ 568 

 

* This rate applies to the PEEHIP Hospital Medical or the VIVA Health Plan.   
 
Optional Coverage:   
 Cancer $38.00/month Individual or Family Coverage 
 Indemnity $38.00/month Individual or Family Coverage 
 Dental  $38.00/month Individual Coverage 
   $45.00/month Family Coverage 
 Vision  $38.00/month Individual or Family Coverage 
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NOTABLE PEEHIP CHANGES EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 2014:  
 
Annual Out-of-Pocket Maximums: 
 
Effective October 1, 2014, the Affordable Care Act (ACA) requires all non-grandfathered health plans to 
comply with the annual limitation on out-of-pocket (OOP) maximums for in-network services: $6,350 for 
single coverage and $12,700 for family coverage. The PEEHIP Board approved a change to the plan 
language to comply with the ACA annual limits. PEEHIP covered members with hospital medical 
coverage will pay no more than the annual OOP maximums for in-network medical expenses (excludes 
drug copays) during the PEEHIP fiscal plan year (not calendar year). Effective October 1, 2015 PEEHIP 
will be required to also include drug copays in the annual OOP maximums. This is an enhanced benefit 
for PEEHIP members. 
 
Prescription Drug Program Changes: 
 
Drug Formulary Changes: 
 
These changes will result in either an increase or decrease in the amount paid for prescription drugs. All 
members affected by these changes will be emailed a letter prior to October 1, 2014. PEEIP’s Formulary 
is a drug list that helps determine the copayment for each prescription. The copayment is $40 for the Tier 
2 preferred brand drugs and $6 for the generic drugs on the PEEHIP formulary List for a 30-day supply. 
Tier 3 non-formulary brand drugs have the highest copayment of $60 for a 30-day supply. The PEEHIP 
Formulary Drug List is available on the PEEHIP Pharmacy Benefits web page. 
 
The following drugs have been moved from Tier 3 to Tier 2 and will have a lower copay of $40: Enbrel, 
Fabior, Mekinist, Tafinlar, Tecfidra, Tivicay, Valchor, Zubsolv. 




